Running a business requires service,
fulfilling a mission requires partnerships.
First Republic proudly serves more than 400 schools and education organizations, a practice that
dates back over 20 years. This extensive experience has created a foundation for understanding the
independent school space, the significance of mission and the benefits of partnership.
We know the impact great service and execution have on your ability to fulfill your mission. Every day, we
strive to be a partner that understands your institution, adds value to you, your team and trustees, and
evolves with your needs. Like you, we value safety, stability and sustainability, as demonstrated by our
very strong credit ratings and capital stress test results, and the peace of mind this strength provides in
choosing a banking partner.
We continue to be dedicated to serve independent schools and the lives they touch.
It is truly our privilege — and mission — to be of service to you.
For additional information contact:
San Francisco
Jeff Winkel
Senior Managing Director
(415) 262-4126
jwinkel@firstrepublic.com

Los Angeles
Brent Wiblin
Managing Director
(310) 407-7099
bwiblin@firstrepublic.com

5 Key Questions to
Ask When Choosing
Your Banking Partner
1. Is your bank strong and sustainable?
• How strong is your bank’s credit rating?
• How strong is your bank’s credit, capital and liquidity profile?
• Is your bank stress-tested?

2. Is your bank committed to excellence in client service?
3. Does your bank have a history of - and expertise in serving schools?
4. Does your bank offer products and services to address the
unique financial needs of your organization?
5. Does your bank offer products and services to take care of
your most important asset — your people?

Your Banking Partner:
What to Look for

1. Is your bank strong
and sustainable?

A bank’s strength and stability is measured

A bank’s ability to handle an economic

by its credit rating and how well it performs

downturn (as measured by capital stress-

during a capital stress test.

testing) can also provide invaluable insight

A credit rating provides an independent

into its safety and stability. To achieve

indication as to the safety of a bank’s
deposits. This rating should be published
by one of the three major rating agencies —
S&P, Moody’s or Fitch — and ranked, at a
minimum, above investment grade (that is,
BBB or higher).

long-term sustainability, it’s important that
a bank demonstrates resilience and an
ability to continue serving clients during
periods of economic stress. The results of
this testing should be published annually
to enable a prospective client to review
results in comparison to those of other
financial institutions.

2. Is your bank
committed to
excellence in
client service?

There are three key things to look for in

an important wire transfer to helping to

order to determine a bank’s quality of

finance a construction project — should

service. These include:

be addressed with speed and efficiency.

1. Expertise.

3. Support.

A financial institution should

A school’s financial partner should be

demonstrate a firm understanding of

easily accessible to answer questions,

a school’s seasonality, how its funding

provide training on any account-related

structure works, its budgetary demands,

technologies, and offer insights into a

and the challenges the school’s

variety of solutions that are available

administration faces in satisfying these

to the school that meet its banking,

demands.

financing and endowment needs. In order

2. Speed.
How quickly does a bank respond to a
school’s financial needs? Are capital
requirements met in a timely and efficient
manner? Everything — from tracking

to review the experience of both the
institution and the individual bankers,
schools should ask for references before
deciding on a banking partner.

Your Banking Partner:
What to Look for
3. Does your bank have
a long history of and expertise in
- serving schools?

The bank, along with the individual banker

contact to address the school’s unique

at the forefront of the relationship, should

needs and anticipate any challenges that

have long-term experience serving

may arise.

independent schools to ensure a deep

Ideally, the school will partner with a bank

knowledge and understanding of the
unique challenges they face.
To gauge the depth and breadth of the
bank’s and bankers’ experience serving
independent schools, questions around
years of experience and number of
schools served should be addressed.
In addition, it’s important to understand the
nature of the relationship the school will
have with the bank. Crucial to its success
will be having a dedicated, single point of

that has:
• Extensive experience working with
schools, management teams and boards
of directors
• A demonstrable track record of supporting
the communities in which the school’s
students and families live, work and play
• An approach to doing business that
shows it understands the importance of
being mission-driven

4. Does your bank
offer products
and services to
address the unique
financial needs of
your organization?

Alongside expertise, the bank should offer

would have a trusted partner who can fully

thoughtful products and services that meet

support banking, lending and investment

the unique needs of a school when looking

management needs.

5. Does your bank
offer products and
services to take
care of your most
important asset —
your people?

Meeting the financial needs of those

management, and additional financial

who work in support of the organization’s

offerings that benefit those who support

mission should be a top priority for any

the organization.

at the full financial profile. Ideally a school

bank working within the nonprofit space.
These needs may encompass personal
banking and lending products, investment
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